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This book makes a practical contribution to increased understanding of payment
system design and management and of the relationship between the payment
system and monetary policy. The authors of the twelve papers included in the
book are central banking experts from around the world who draw on their
experiences in providing technical assistance to the central banks of the
countries of the former U.S.S.R.
"This book analyzes the evolutionary trends, functions and mechanisms of
payment systems and presents an in-depth explanation of how these trends led
to the reduction of settlement risk and the importance of such mechanisms that
have contributed to the evolutionary progress of payment systems"--Provided by
publisher.
Recent innovations in the field of information technology and communications are
radically changing the way international organizations conduct business. In this
competitive environment, having the necessary tools to streamline business
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transactions and secure digital payments is crucial to business success.
Electronic Payment Systems for Competitive Advantage in E-Commerce
provides relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical findings on
electronic payment systems in the digital marketplace. Focusing on the
importance of e-commerce in business development, including the advantages
and disadvantages of e-payments, this book is an essential resource for business
professionals who want to improve their understanding of the strategic role of ecommerce in all dimensions, as well as for both researchers and students.
At a time when many observers question the EU’s ability to achieve integration
of any significance, and indeed Europeans themselves appear disillusioned,
Mai’a K. Davis Cross argues that the EU has made remarkable advances in
security integration, in both its external and internal dimensions. Moreover,
internal security integration—such as dealing with terrorism, immigration, crossborder crime, and drug and human trafficking—has made even greater progress
with dismantling certain barriers that previously stood at the core of traditional
state sovereignty. Such unprecedented collaboration has become possible
thanks to knowledge-based transnational networks, or “epistemic communities,”
of ambassadors, military generals, scientists, and other experts who supersede
national governments in the diplomacy of security decision making and are
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making headway at remarkable speed by virtue of their shared expertise,
common culture, professional norms, and frequent meetings. Cross brings
together nearly 80 personal interviews and a host of recent government
documents over the course of five separate case studies to provide a
microsociological account of how governance really works in today’s EU and
what future role it is likely to play in the international environment. “This is an
ambitious work which deals not only with European security and defense but also
has much to say about the policy-making process of the EU in general.” —Ezra
Suleiman, Princeton University
"This book is designed to provide the reader with an insight into the main
concepts involved in the handling of payments, securities and derivatives and the
organisation and functioning of the market infrastructure concerned. Emphasis is
placed on the general principles governing the functioning of the relevant
systems and processes and the presentation of the underlying economic,
business, legal, institutional, organisational and policy issues. The book is aimed
at decision-makers, practitioners, lawyers and academics wishing to acquire a
deeper understanding of market infrastructure issues. It should also prove useful
for students with an interest in monetary and financial issues."--Introduction (Pg.
20, para 8).
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Cash is an exciting and important topic, which has become the subject of
extensive debate, especially of late. Cash is also the frequent target of criticism,
with claims that it is inefficient, expensive, fosters the shadow economy and
impairs the effect of monetary policy measures. Yet despite all of this criticism
and the discussion over its future, at just under 80% of all point-of-sale
transactions, cash remains the most significant means of payment for the
German population. An analysis in which the costs and benefits of cash are
considered on an equal footing is an essential foundation for a factual discussion
about cash. While much attention is paid to the cost aspects, the benefits of cash
are usually given less consideration in the relevant literature. This state of affairs
led the Bundesbank to commission an external study analysing payment
instruments in Germany – with a particular focus on cash payments – and
evaluating their associated costs and benefits. The first part of the study,
“Overview and initial estimates”, published in 2014, provides a critical overview
of the literature on cost calculations and the significance of payment transactions
in various countries. This module also provides an independent account of the
importance and cost of cash and cashless payment instruments for the national
economy. This second module of the study focuses especially on the benefits of
cash. The authors describe the microeconomic, macroeconomic and societal
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benefits of cash. Against this backdrop, this study attempts to systematically
capture the benefits, without providing a quantitative assessment. In addition, it
goes into explicit detail about the aforementioned arguments put forward by
critics of cash as well as the drawbacks and consequences of abolishing cash.
To achieve an overall picture of the costs and benefits of cash, the costs
generated by the use of cash are to be quantified in the study's planned third
module.
DIVOffers a review of how Germany changed in the fifty years since the
formation of the Federal Republic of Germany by some of our most distinguished
scholars /div
An inside view of the forces which shaped SEPA and the PSD written from the
unique perspective of someone closely involved throughout the process. It
uncovers the strategic, legal and practical implications of the full harmonization
agenda and provides an assessment of where these initiatives stand today,
including key lessons learned.
Christianity and the Transformation of the Book combines broad-gauged synthesis and
close textual analysis to reconstruct the kinds of books and the ways of organizing
scholarly inquiry and collaboration among the Christians of Caesarea, on the coast of
Roman Palestine. The book explores the dialectical relationship between intellectual
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history and the history of the book, even as it expands our understanding of early
Christian scholarship.
Digital financial services are starting to become increasingly popular with consumers,
thereby fostering a favorable climate for digital entrepreneurship: mobile payment,
Blockchain, etc. Research trying to understand and explain this phenomenon focuses
on FinTech. Some scholars regard “FinTech” as financial innovations that upset the
market while others view them as startups, based on financial innovations, that have
changed the ecosystem. There are many open-ended questions about FinTech’s
business models, how it relates to blockchain, and whether this is a collaborative
relationship between traditional financial players or a competitive relationship. Noting
the lack of research work on these themes, this book attempts to shed light on this area
to bridge the gap between the discourse of practitioners and the literature. Influence of
FinTech on Management Transformation is an innovative reference book that defines
FinTech and its ecosystem as well as concepts in relation to management
transformations caused by FinTech and shares new theoretical and empirical
frameworks, useful experiences, and best practices to deal with new technological
changes. The chapters are divided into three interrelated sections: “Insights From the
Blockchain Technology”; “Managerial and Cultural Transformations in the Era of
FinTech”; and “Empirical Experiences and Applications.” This book is a valuable
reference tool for financial planners/advisors, managers, accountants, financial
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analysts, compliance experts, practitioners, researchers, academicians, and students
interested in the influence of FinTech on management transformation.
Does the European Union change the domestic politics and institutions of its member
states? Many studies of EU decisionmaking in Brussels pay little attention to the
potential domestic impact of European integration. Transforming Europe traces the
effects of Europeanization on the EU member states. The various chapters, based on
cutting-edge research, examine the impact of the EU on national court systems,
territorial politics, societal networks, public discourse, identity, and citizenship norms.
The European Union, the authors find, does indeed make a difference—even in
Germany, France, and the United Kingdom. In many cases EU rules and regulations
incompatible with domestic institutions have created pressure for national governments
to adapt. This volume examines the conditions under which this "adaptational pressure"
has led to institutional change in the member states.
The paper discusses the interrelationships between payments system reform and
monetary policy implementation in selected countries in Central and Eastern Europe.
The reforms in the payments system are viewed as closely interrelated with the
development of money and foreign exchange markets and the instruments of monetary
policy used by the central banks. Large and variable float balances created special
challenges. The paper shows that while departing from very similar origins, there were
significant variations in experiences of the countries studied in transforming their
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payments systems after the start of the reforms towards a market economy, from which
certain lessons can be drawn.
The question of consumption emerged as a major focus of research and scholarship in
the 1990s but the breadth and diversity of consumer culture has not been fully enough
explored. The meanings of consumption, particularly in relation to lifestyle and identity,
are of great importance to academic areas including business studies, sociology,
cultural and media studies, psychology, geography and politics. The SAGE Handbook
of Consumer Culture is a one-stop resource for scholars and students of consumption,
where the key dimensions of consumer culture are critically discussed and articulated.
The editors have organised contributions from a global and interdisciplinary team of
scholars into six key sections: Part 1: Sociology of Consumption Part 2: Geographies of
Consumer Culture Part 3: Consumer Culture Studies in Marketing Part 4: Consumer
Culture in Media and Cultural Studies Part 5: Material Cultures of Consumption Part 6:
The Politics of Consumer Culture
This book is a study of the objectives of Islamic Finance in the modern banking space
and offers insight into the effects of changes and developments occurring in Islamic
banking products and services.
Despite western Europe’s traditional disdain for the United States’ “adversarial
legalism,” the European Union is shifting toward a similar approach to the law,
according to Daniel Kelemen. Coining the term “eurolegalism” to describe the hybrid,
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he shows how the political and organizational realities of the EU make this shift
inevitable.
October 1996 Lessons from the evolution of payment systems in Europe, Japan, and
the United States provide a useful guide for emerging market economies in improving
their own payment arrangements to foster economic growth. Some payment
arrangements are more efficient than others in promoting economic growth in a marketbased economy. The payment experience of industrial countries is diverse enough to
identify those payment arrangements that provide the infrastructure for sustained
growth and the emergence of market-based enterprise. Based on the historical
experiences of Europe, Japan, and the United States, a number of country attributes
have led to the intensive use of different payment instruments and, in some cases, a
different mix of private and public ownership and participation in the payment system.
Such attributes include country size, population density, banking structure, legal
framework, safety, and payment instrument pricing. These attributes explain why Japan
relies heavily on cash at the point of sale but uses electronic payments for bill payments
and business transactions. They also are the reason Europe relies on credit-transfer
giro payments for all types of transactions and the United States instead relies on
checks. Finally, the fact that consumer payment needs were not met within the banking
system led to the establishment of postal giros in Europe, while untimely business
payments led to central bank involvement in payment processing in the United States.
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Unmet user needs, inefficient payment arrangements, differences in payment
instrument costs, and improper pricing of payment services will determine the future
structure of payment systems in emerging market economies just as they have
determined the evolution of payment systems in industrial countries. The authors
discuss these issues and apply the lessons learned to payment arrangements in
emerging market economies. Although the evolution of payments has taken decades in
industrial countries, emerging market economies hope to complete the process in just a
few years, and so will benefit by having a better roadmap for transforming their
payment systems. This paper - a product of the Financial Sector Development
Department - is part of a larger effort in the department to promote the development of
financial sector infrastructure to support banking and capital market activities.

Payment systems are changing profoundly through regulation, technology and
competition from new entrants. This is a comprehensive introduction and
reference on payment systems, covering their structure, international systems
and settlements, and focusing on electronic transfers. Concludes with the future
of the payments business.
This book provides an introduction to the state of the art in financial technology
(FinTech) and the current applications of FinTech in digital banking. It is a
comprehensive guide to the various technologies, products, processes, and
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business models integral to the FinTech environment. Covering key definitions
and characteristics, models and best practice, as well as presenting relevant
case studies related to FinTech and e-Business, this book helps build a
theoretical framework for future discussion.
The celebrations which marked the accession of the Republic of Cyprus to the
European Union on 1st May 2004 signalled the end of a fourteen year process
since the island had first applied to join - and the end of six full years of
complicated and intense negotiations. Upon joining the EU, Cyprus was widely
regarded as the most advanced of the ten acceding states. Yet this did not
prevent the conditions of accession and its aftermath from bringing widespread
and comprehensive changes to the internal social, economic and political
situation of Cyprus, as well as to its external relations. "An Island in Europe"
traces these developments, examining the process of accession and its widereaching repercussions. It offers an authoritative and comprehensive account of
a critical phase in Cypriot history, from a range of experts in the fields of politics,
academia and conflict resolution. The authors explain the economic, political and
legal ramifications of EU membership and explore how Cyprus has endeavoured
- sometimes successfully, at other times less so - to adapt to these demands.
This book is an important contribution to an understanding of contemporary
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Cyprus. It will be a vital resource for anyone involved with the politics or history of
the island or seeking to understand Cyprus as a case study for conflict resolution.
Transforming Payment Systems in EuropeSpringer
Emphasizes the importance of designing a well-functioning intergovernmental
fiscal system for achieving the reform objectives of economies in transition. This
study explores the issues involved in redesigning intergovernmental relations in
Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania, the Russian Federation, and
Ukraine, where extensive political and fiscal decentralization is now underway.
The volume focuses on the elements of decentralization in the transitional
economies that distinguish them from those in the rest of the world. The book
shows that in the transition from a command to a market economy, designing a
well-functioning intergovernmental fiscal system is a prerequisite for achieving
other reform objectives: macroeconomic stability, private sector development,
and a social safety net for those hurt by the transition. The study further
demonstrates that a broader analytical framework than is conventionally involved
in the study of intergovernmental finance is needed for analyzing fiscal issues in
these economies.
Interchange fees have been the focal point for debate in the card industry, among
competition authorities and policy makers, as well as in the economic literature
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on two-sided markets and on the regulation of market failures. This book offers
insight into the economics of interchange fees. First, it explains the nature of twosided markets/platforms/networks and elaborates on four-party schemes and on
the rationale behind interchange fees according to Baxter’s model and its later
refinements. It also includes the debate about the optimum level of interchange
fees and its determination (“tourist test”), and presents the original framework for
assessing the impact of interchange fee regulatory reductions for the market
participants: consumers, merchants, acquirers, issuers, and card organisations.
The framework addresses three areas of concern in reference to the
transmission channels of interchange fee reductions (pass-through) and the card
scheme domain (triangle: payment organisation, issuer, acquirer). The book
discusses the effects of regulatory interchange fee reductions in Australia, USA,
Spain, and, most specifically, Poland. It will be of interest to policy makers, card
and payments industry practitioners, academics, and students.
Examines the disintegration and the subsequent reform of Central and Eastern
Europe's trade and payments as one of the most major systemic changes in
world economic history.
A critical study of the tumultuous history of Europe during the twentieth century
analyzes how the continent's repudiation of violence in the wake of World War II
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has affected the region, led to a rejection of defense budgets in favor of social
stability and economic growth, and caused a growing rift between the U.S. and
Europe. Reprint.
The digital agriculture revolution holds a promise to build an agriculture and food
system that is efficient, environmentally sustainable, and equitable, one that can help
deliver the Sustainable Development Goals. Unlike past technological revolutions in
agriculture, which began on farms, the current revolution is being sparked at multiple
points along the agrifood value chain. The change is driven by the ability to collect, use,
and analyze massive amounts of machine-readable data about practically every aspect
of the value chain, and by the emergence of digital platforms disrupting existing
business models. All this allows for drastically reduced transaction costs and pervasive
information asymmetries that plague the agrifood system. The success of the digital
transformation, however, is not guaranteed as the risks it brings are numerous,
including those related to data governance and inadequate competition within and
between digital platforms. What’s Cooking: Digital Transformation of the Agrifood
System investigates how digital technologies can accelerate the transformation of the
agrifood system by increasing efficiency on the farm; improving farmers’ access to
output, input, and financial markets; strengthening quality control and traceability; and
improving the design and delivery of agriculture policies. It also identifies a key role for
the public sector in maximizing the benefits of this process while minimizing its risks,
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through enabling an innovation ecosystem featuring open datasets, digital platforms,
digital entrepreneurship, digital payment systems, and digital skills and encouraging
equitable technology adoption.
This book, first published in 1998, analyzes democratization and economic change in
the postsocialist societies of East Central Europe.
The labour laws of European democracies all underwent major transformations in the
seven decades after the Second World War. Following reconstruction, these laws
became an essential element in the building of welfare states; in the 1980s and 1990s
they were the target of neo-liberal deregulation; and at the beginning of the 21st century
new 'flexible' labour laws have attempted to integrate economic and social policy. This
book, a sequel to 'The Making of Labour Law in Europe- A Comparative Study of Nine
Countries up to 1945' (ed. B Hepple), compares the similarities and differences in the
ways in which EU Member States reflected and shaped these general developments, in
the context of economic, social and political changes over the period 1945-2004. Note:
the Publishers are issuing a reprint of the first volume, 'The Making of Labour Law in
Europe - A Comparative Study of Nine Countries up to 1945' to coincide with
publication of the sequel. The great strength of the collection is on the focus on context,
with chapters looking at developments in labour market trends and structures of worker
represntation.
Creating a French Empire and establishing French dominance over Europe constituted
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Napoleon's most important and consistent aims. In this fascinating book, Alexander
Grab explores Napoleon's European policies, as well as the response of the European
people to his rule, and demonstrates that Napoleon was as much a part of European
history as he was a part of French history. Napoleon and the Transformation of Europe:
- Examines the formation of Napoleon's Empire, the Emporer's impact throughout
Europe, and how the Continent responded to his policies - Focuses on the principal
developments and events in the ten states that comprised Napoleon's Grand Empire:
France itself, Belgium, Germany, the Illyrian Provinces, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland,
Portugal, Spain, and Switzerland - Analyses Napoleon's exploitation of occupied
Europe - Discusses the broad reform policies Napoleon launched in Europe, assesses
their success, and argues that the French leader was a major reformer and a catalyst of
modernity on a European scale
Examining the legal history of the order to pay money initiating a funds transfer, the
author tracks basic principles of modern law to those that governed the payment order
of Antiquity and the Middle Ages. Exploring the legal nature of the payment order and
its underpinning in light of contemporary institutions and payment mechanisms, the
book traces the evolution of money, payment mechanisms and the law that governs
them, from developments in Ancient Mesopotamia, Ancient Greece, Rome, and GrecoRoman Egypt, through medieval Europe and post-medieval England. Doctrine is
examined in Jewish, Islamic, Roman, common and civil laws. Investigating such diverse
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legal systems and doctrines at the intersection of laws governing bank deposits,
obligations, the assignment of debts, and negotiable instruments, the author identifies
the common denominator for the evolving legal principles and speculates on possible
reciprocity. At the same time he challenges the idea of 'law merchant' as a mercantile
creation. The book provides an account of the evolution of payment law as a distinct
cohesive body of legal doctrine applicable to funds transfers. It shows how principles of
law developed in tandem with the evolution of banking and in response to changing
circumstances and proposes a redefinition of 'law merchant'. The author points to
deposit banking and emerging technologies as embodying a great potential for future
non-cash payment system growth. However, he recommends caution in predicting both
the future of deposit banking and the overall impact of technology. At the same time he
expresses confidence in the durability of legal doctrine to continue to evolve and
accommodate future payment system developments.
The European payment market has undergone rapid transformation in recent years due
to changes in payment habits, new business rules and new legal frameworks and
regulation. There has also been an advent of new technologies and payment solutions
which has altered the European payments landscape drastically. This book provides an
overview of the fundamental issues involved in this new payments landscape. The
authors discuss fundamental problems such as substitution between cash and noncash payment instruments, payment costs, the economics of fees, and the demand for
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cash and deposit money. They also analyse issues such as two-sided markets,
business platforms and the problem of critical mass. Other chapters focus on new
phenomena in payments such as mobile payments, multi-sided platforms, electronic
wallets, virtual currencies, decentralised ledgers, private digital currencies, blockchain
and instant payments. The authors also review existing regulation for the topic including
the revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2), Interchange Fee Regulation (IF/MIF
Reg), and the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) project. Transforming Payment
Systems in Europe offers insight into changing payment culture and the ways in which
new payment systems can create a single digital market to foster further integration in
Europe.
Women are the world’s most powerful consumers, yet they are largely marketed to
erroneously through misconceptions and patriarchal views that distort the reality of
women’s lives, bodies, and work. This book examines the contradictions and
mismatches between women’s everyday experiences and market representations. It
considers how women themselves exhibit paradoxical behaviour in both resisting and
supporting conflicting messages. The volume emphasizes paradox as a form of agency
and negotiation through which women develop dialogical meanings. The contributions
highlight the ways in which women transform inconsistencies and contradictions in
advertising and marketing, global consumption practices, and material consumption into
positive practices for living. The rich range of ethnographic accounts, drawn from
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countries including the United States, Brazil, Mexico, Denmark, Japan, and China,
provide readers with a valuable perspective on consumer behaviour.
This book presents the latest research findings, methods and development techniques
related to Ubiquitous and Pervasive Computing (UPC) as well as challenges and
solutions from both theoretical and practical perspectives with an emphasis on
innovative, mobile and internet services. With the proliferation of wireless technologies
and electronic devices, there is a rapidly growing interest in Ubiquitous and Pervasive
Computing (UPC). UPC makes it possible to create a human-oriented computing
environment where computer chips are embedded in everyday objects and interact with
physical world. It also allows users to be online even while moving around, providing
them with almost permanent access to their preferred services. Along with a great
potential to revolutionize our lives, UPC also poses new research challenges.
Fintech presents unique opportunities for central banks. The rapid changes in
technology that are transforming the financial system will allow central banks to
enhance the execution of various of their core functions, such as currency issuance and
payment systems. But some aspects of fintech pose major challenges. Central banks
have always been at the cutting edge of financial technology and innovation. In the
past, the invention of the banknote, the processing of payments through debits and
credits in book-entry accounts, and the successive transitions of interbank payment
systems from the telegraph to internet protocols were all transformative innovations.
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Today, central banks are facing new and unprecedented challenges: distributed ledger
technology, new data analytics (artificial intelligence [AI] and machine learning), and
cloud computing, along with a wider spread of mobile access and increased internet
speed and bandwidth. The purpose of this note is to discuss the authors’ preliminary
views on how, from a legal perspective, central banks can best deal with the impact of
fintech on their governance. These preliminary views are based on a review of central
banks’ reaction thus far to the challenges posed by fintech to the legal foundations of
their governance.
Organised crime, corruption, and terrorism are considered to pose significant and
unrelenting threats to the integrity, security, and stability of contemporary societies.
Alongside traditional criminal enforcement responses, strategies focused on following
the money trail of such crimes have become increasingly prevalent. These strategies
include anti-money laundering measures to prevent ‘dirty money’ from infiltrating the
legitimate economy, proceeds of crime powers to target the accumulated assets
derived from crime, and counter-terrorist financing measures to prevent ‘clean’ money
from being used for terrorist purposes. This collection brings together 17 emerging
researchers in the fields of anti-money laundering, proceeds of crime, counter-terrorist
financing and corruption to offer critical analyses of contemporary anti-assets strategies
and state responses to a range of financial crimes. The chapters focus on innovative
anti-financial crime measures and assemblages of governance that have become a
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feature of late modernity and on the ways in which individual nation states have
responded to anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing requirements in
light of their specific social, political, and economic contexts. This collection draws on
perspectives from law, criminology, sociology, politics, and other disciplines. It adopts a
much-needed international approach, focusing not only on expected jurisdictions, such
as the United States and United Kingdom, but also on analysis from countries such as
Qatar, Kuwait, Iran, and Nigeria. The authors stand out for their fresh and original
research, which places them at the cutting edge of the subject. This book provides a
comprehensive, insightful, and original study of an important and developing field for
academics, students, practitioners, and policymakers in multiple jurisdictions.
The only globally-crowdsourced book on the future of payments (“PayTech”), offering
comprehensive understanding of a rapidly evolving industry at the centre of global
commerce The movement of money between individuals, organisations and
governments is crucial to the world economy. The payments industry has undergone
immense transformation – new regulations, technologies and consumer demands have
prompted significant changes to the tools, products and use cases in payments, as well
as presented lucrative opportunities for entrepreneurs and FinTech professionals. As
payment technologies become faster and more efficient, companies and investors are
increasingly favouring PayTech innovation due to better customer experience,
increased revenues and manageable risks. The PAYTECH Book brings together a
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diverse collection of industry experts to provide entrepreneurs, financial services
professionals and investors with the answers they need to capitalise on the highly
profitable PayTech market. Written by leaders in the global FinTech and payment
sectors, this informative volume explains key industry developments and presents
valuable first-hand insights from prominent industry practitioners. Contributors include
advisors and consultants to the payments and financial services industry, entrepreneurs
and business owners utilising cutting-edge PayTech capabilities, academic researchers
exploring the social-political-economic impact of PayTech and many others. Detailed
chapters cover essential topics such as cybersecurity, regulation and compliance,
wholesale payments and how payment systems currently work and how PayTech can
improve them. This book: Defines PayTech and identifies its key players Discusses
how PayTech can transform developed markets and accelerate growth in emerging
economies Describes how PayTech fits into the larger FinTech ecosystem Explores the
future of PayTech and its potential as an agent of social change and financial inclusion
Provides diverse perspectives on investment in PayTech and what consolidation and
expansion will look like The PAYTECH Book: The Payment Technology Handbook for
Investors, Entrepreneurs and FinTech Visionaries is an indispensable source of
information for FinTech investors and entrepreneurs, managers from payments
companies and financial services firms and executives responsible for payments in
government, corporations, public sector organisations, retailers and users of payments.
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This open access book tells the story of how Sweden is becoming a virtually cashless
society. Its goal is to improve readers’ understanding of what is driving this transition,
and of the factors that are fostering and hampering it. In doing so, the book covers the
role of central banks, political factors, needs for innovation, and the stakeholders
involved in developing a cashless ecosystem. Adopting a historical standpoint, and
drawing on a unique dataset, it presents an academic perspective on Sweden’s
leading role in this global trend. The global interest in the future of cash payments
makes the Swedish case particularly interesting. As a country that is close to becoming
a cashless economy, it offers a role model for many other countries to learn from whether they want to stimulate or reduce the use of cash. This highly topical book will
be of interest to politicians, researchers, businesses, financial service providers and
payment service providers, as well as fintech start-ups, regulators and other authorities.
Europe’s high pre-existing level of financial development can partly account for the
relatively smaller reach of fintech payment and lending activities compared to some
other regions. But fintech activity is growing rapidly. Digital payment schemes are
expanding within countries, although cross-border and pan-euro area instruments are
not yet widespread, notwithstanding important enabling EU level regulation and the
establishment of instant payments by the ECB. Automated lending models are
developing but remain limited mainly to unsecured consumer lending. While start-ups
are pursuing platform-based approaches under minimal regulation, there is a clear
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trend for fintech companies to acquire balance sheets and, relatedly, banking licenses
as they expand. Meanwhile, competition is pushing many traditional banks to adopt
fintech instruments, either in-house or by acquisition, thereby causing them to
increasingly resemble balanced sheet-based fintech companies. These developments
could improve the efficiency and reach of financial intermediation while also adding to
profitability pressures for some banks. Although the COVID-19 pandemic could call into
question the viability of platform-based lending fintechs funding models given that
investors could face much higher delinquencies, it may also offer growth opportunities
to those fintechs that are positioned to take advantage of the ongoing structural shift in
demand toward virtual finance.
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